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Abstract: Polarization entangled photons were created using spontaneous 

parametric down-conversion with type I BBO crystals. To validate 

entanglement, fringe visibility and the CHSH Bell’s inequalities were 

calculated with successful violation, proving non-locality of entangled 

particles. Additionally, the orientation of a quartz plate was manipulated 

to find the best alignment to correct the phase delay induced from the 

BBO crystals. Cosine squared dependence was observed, and arbitrary 

polarizer angles used in the calculation of the CHSH inequalities to show 

that entanglement is a rare phenomenon that only occurs at certain 

polarizations. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

Introduction 
 Quantum entanglement is a phenomenon where pairs or groups of particles 

interact in such a way that the measurement of quantum state of one correlates relatively 

to the properties of the others.  When a measurement is made on one member of an 

entangled pair, the other member at any subsequent time regardless of distance is found 

to have the appropriate correlated value.  This lab focuses on the generation of entangled 

photons through spontaneous parametric down-conversion, with the goal of violating 

Bell’s inequalities experimentally through the use of the modified inequality produced by 

Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt.  Other activities included manipulation of a quartz 

plate in the experimental setup, calculating Malus’ Law and the cos2(𝜃𝑖) dependence 

associated, and using fringe visibility to violate Bell’s inequalities.  Ultimately, the data 

produced through the experiments illustrated the opposing classical and quantum 

interpretations of a particle’s behavior.  Although production of entanglement is still in its 

infancy, it can be a great tool for analyzing wave theory and the associated non-local 

properties between two particles.  Entanglement gives grounds for quantum information, 

quantum cryptography, dense coding, teleportation, and quantum cryptography.  The 

basis for these technologies lies in the idea that measurement of one particle has a 

nonlocal effect on the reality of another distant particle [1]. 

  

  

Background 
 

  When describing Entanglement in simplistic terms, Bertlmann’s socks are a 

common reference for those unfamiliar with quantum theory.  Dr. Bertlmann was known 

for wearing mismatched socks of different colors.  Predicting which sock color on a 

given foot would be rather difficult, much like predicting a particle’s polarization state.  

If Dr. Bertlmann was about to enter a hallway and one of his socks was observed to be 

pink, one could assume that the other sock was not pink [2].  Similarly for entangled 

particles, the measurement on one particle would give information on the second due to 

the superimposed wave function.  Another example used to describe this phenomenon is 

keys in a jacket pocket.  If it is known that there are two pockets in a jacket and lost keys 

are located in one of them, by performing a measurement, i.e. placing your hand in one 

pocket, it will determine the state of the other pocket. However, entanglement is different 

from these classical examples in the fact that it is independent of the basis in which 

measurements are performed—if a system of particles is entangled, measurements in any 

basis will yield the same evidence of entanglement for such particles.  

Quantum entanglement first came about as a criticism to quantum mechanics by 

Albert Einstein, Boris Podolsky, and Nathan Rosen in a paper describing the EPR 

paradox.  This paper described how in quantum mechanics a pair of quantum systems 

could be illustrated by a single wave function.  This notion had the writers believe that 

there either was some interaction between the particles, or the information on the 

outcomes of the measurements was already present in both particles.  These notable 



scientists preferred the conclusion that “local hidden variables” accounted for quantum 

entanglement, which meant that quantum mechanics was incomplete since there was no 

room for such variables.  Although this paper focused on the inconsistencies with 

quantum mechanics, entanglement was later verified experimentally and recognized as 

valid in the scientific community.  Twenty nine years later John Bell postulated that 

quantum mechanics disagree with “local hidden variables” theories.  John Bell proposed 

a mathematical theorem containing inequalities, which if violated would prove 

impossible for a local hidden variable theory to exist in quantum mechanics.  

Experiments such as those performed by Alain Aspect have shown violations of Bell’s 

inequalities, thus invalidating Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen’s preferred conclusion of 

hidden variables [3].  With breakthroughs in photon counting instruments such as 

avalanche photodiode detectors, Bell’s inequalities can be violated in a classroom setting.  

 

Theory 
 

I. Entanglement and Quantum Mechanics 
  

 Quantum mechanics describes entanglement as two particles that cannot 

be factored into individual states [4]:  

 

|𝛹12>≠ |𝛹1> ⊗  |𝛹2 > 

 

Furthermore, the EPR paradox rests on the fact that quantum mechanics can assign a 

single vector state to two quantum systems.  This can be illustrated by the following four 

functions: 

 
1

√2
(|H1 > |V2 >  ±  |V1 > |H2 >)   ,     

1

√2
(|H1 > |H2 >  ±  |V1 > |V2 >) 

 

Where |H> and |V> represent horizontal and vertical polarization states, and the 

subscripts denote the different spatial nodes in which the photons are collected [1].  In 

these cases photon pairs are no longer separable, even if distant from one another.   This 

concept is where Einstein rightfully coined the phrase “spooky action at a distance”, since 

the wave function does not specify locality of the pair.  Einstein and his colleagues 

created the Gedanken, or thought, experiment (figure 1) which stimulated debate in the 

scientific community for decades.   

 

 

 



Figure 1:  EPR Gedanken experiement (two-photon experiement).  The thought 

experiment involved a source which fired an electron-positron pair to two separate spin 

measurements [4].   

 

Quantum mechanics was thought to be incomplete, lacking “hidden variables” to describe 

this particle behavior.  Non-locality of entangled particles would not be proven until 

years later when John Bell proposed a mathematical proof to experimentally disqualify 

the presence of such variables. 

II. Polarization and Spontaneous Parametric Downconversion 
 

 In order to prove entanglement of a pair of particles, a quantum state of the two 

must be measured accurately and have repeatability. In the Gedanken experiment, 

Einstein and his colleagues proposed measuring spin of an electron-positron pair (figure 

1) in three dimensions after separation by a zero spin source.  This procedure poses many 

difficulties such as devising an accurate way of measuring the spin simultaneously in 

three dimensions for the particle pair.  A more reasonable quantum state to measure is 

polarization, which had been characterized by Malus in the early 1800s. 

 

 Malus’ Law states that intensity of a polarized beam of light exiting a polarizer is 

proportional to cos2(𝜃𝑖), where 𝜃𝑖 is the angle between the lights original polarization 

direction and the axis of the polarizer: 

 

𝐼 = 𝐼0 cos2(𝜃𝑖) 

 

 This theory was widely accepted and easily reproduced, making it an ideal 

measurable state for testing quantum entanglement.  Through spontaneous parametric 

down-conversion, entangled particles could be created with the use of anisotropic 

crystals.  Birefringent crystals produce double refraction due to the presence of an 

ordinary and extraordinary index from the material structure of the crystal.   

 

 
Figure 2:  Depiction of optical axis in anisotropic crystals for positive and negative 

birefringence.  The ordinary ray is constant for any direction in the crystal, while the 

extraordinary ray changes as a function of angle [5]. 

 

As seen in the image above (figure 2), the extraordinary ray changes as a function 

of direction with respect to the optical axis.  Depending on how the anisotropic crystal is 

cut, a beam of light will refract from two different indices, 𝑛𝑒 and 𝑛𝑜.  Different 

polarization states incident upon an anisotropic crystal will observe different refractive 



indices.  In the experiment, two type I Beta Barium Borate (BBO) crystals were used to 

create polarization entangled photons.  Due to the nature of the cut in the crystals, one 

crystal produced a cone of vertically polarized photons while the other, oriented at 90˚, 
produced a cone of horizontal photons.   

 

 
Figure 3:  Type I BBO crystals and their associated polarization (|VV> or |HH>).  Since 

momentum and energy is conserved, the outgoing photons are double in wavelength. 

  

In spontaneous parametric down-conversion, incident horizontally polarized photons 

create two vertically polarized photons, and incident vertical photons produce two 

horizontal photons (see figure 3). During this process there is conservation of both energy 

and momentum between the pump and the signals and idlers (see figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4:  Conservation of momentum and energy for signal and idler photons created 

from the pump photon. 

 

The process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion has a low efficiency, so 

a high powered laser is necessary to produce enough down-converted photons to measure 

for entanglement.  The laser source used was tuned to roughly 25mW so that enough 

signal and idler photons could be produced.   

 The result of using two BBO crystals with axes orthogonal produces two 

superimposed cones of horizontal and vertical polarized photons, with a slight phase 

delay induced from the lagging cone. This phase delay can be corrected with a properly 

aligned quartz plate.   

 

|Ψ >SPDC=   |V1 > |V2 >  +eiφ |H1 > |H2 >     
 

By correctly aligning a quartz plate, the phase delay eiφ can be eradicated to fully 

superimpose the two cones of light.  This ensures that the light state created by 

spontaneous parametric down-conversion is unpolarized.  If polarizations in the H-V 



basis were measured for signal and idler photons, there would be two possible outcomes: 

either both vertical or both horizontal.  In the experiment, arbitrary angles for each of the 

analyzing polarizers are chosen and coincidence count is measured by avalanche 

photodiode detectors. 

III. Bell’s Inequalities and CHSH Inequality 
 

The importance of John Bell’s discovery was to eradicate the possibility of a so 

called “hidden variable” by showing that no “hidden variable” theory is capable of 

reproducing the predictions of quantum physics for the two-photon experiment (figure 1).  

This mathematical proof was later solidified by countless experiments; subsequently 

ruling out any theory involving locality or determinism, and providing a means for 

proving photons were indeed entangled [3].  

John Bell proposed a mathematical approach based on the argument that: 

 
|𝐴| + |𝐵| + |𝐶| ≥ |𝐴 + 𝐵 + 𝐶| 

 

Where the sum of modulus is greater than or equal to the modulus of sum.  The original 

inequality created by John Bell was later modified by Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt 

(CHSH) for experimental testing with polarization angles. 

 

The idler and signal photons are incident on analyzing polarizers located at a 

distance from the BBO crystals with polarizer angles 𝛼 and 𝛽.  This creates a new rotated 

basis shown below 

 

 
 
 Figure 5: Basis rotation induced from changing polarization angle by α˚ 

 

A new basis is generated for both idler and signal photon with respect to polarizer angles 

𝛼 and 𝛽.  The four resulting probability functions are: 

 

𝑃𝑉𝑉(𝛼, 𝛽) =
1

2
cos2(𝛼 − 𝛽) 

𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝛼, 𝛽) =
1

2
cos2(𝛼 − 𝛽) 

𝑃𝑉𝐻(𝛼, 𝛽) =
1

2
sin2(𝛼 − 𝛽) 

𝑃𝐻𝑉(𝛼, 𝛽) =
1

2
sin2(𝛼 − 𝛽) 



 

Where VV denotes both photons vertical in the basis of their respective polarizer, HH 

denotes both photons horizontal in the basis of their polarizer etc.  These probabilities can 

be experimentally represented, with 𝑁(𝛼, 𝛽) symbolizing coincidence counts at 

polarization angles 𝛼 and 𝛽: 

 

𝑃𝑉𝑉(𝛼, 𝛽) =
𝑁(𝛼, 𝛽)

𝑁𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 

𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝛼, 𝛽) =
𝑁(𝛼⊥, 𝛽⊥)

𝑁𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 

𝑃𝑉𝐻(𝛼, 𝛽) =
𝑁(𝛼, 𝛽⊥)

𝑁𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 

𝑃𝐻𝑉(𝛼, 𝛽) =
𝑁(𝛼⊥, 𝛽)

𝑁𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 

𝑁𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑁(𝛼, 𝛽) + 𝑁(𝛼⊥, 𝛽⊥) + 𝑁(𝛼, 𝛽⊥) + 𝑁(𝛼⊥, 𝛽) 
 

In this example 𝛼⊥ = 𝛼 + 90˚ and 𝛽⊥ = 𝛽 + 90˚, and the probabilities can be 

experimentally measured through count rate in the avalanche photodiode detectors.  We 

can now introduce the correlation function, 𝐸(𝛼, 𝛽): 

 

𝐸(𝛼, 𝛽) = 𝑃𝑉𝑉(𝛼, 𝛽) + 𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝛼, 𝛽) − 𝑃𝑉𝐻(𝛼, 𝛽) − 𝑃𝐻𝑉(𝛼, 𝛽) 

𝐸(𝛼, 𝛽) =
1

2
cos2(𝛼 − 𝛽) +

1

2
cos2(𝛼 − 𝛽) −

1

2
sin2(𝛼 − 𝛽) −

1

2
sin2(𝛼 − 𝛽) 

𝐸(𝛼, 𝛽) = cos2(𝛼 − 𝛽) − sin2(𝛼 − 𝛽) 
𝐸(𝛼, 𝛽) = cos 2(𝛼 − 𝛽) 

 

Using this correlation function, the CHSH inequality can be generated with angles 

𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑎′, 𝑏′: 
 

𝑆 = |𝐸(𝑎, 𝑏) − 𝐸(𝑎, 𝑏′)| + |𝐸(𝑎′, 𝑏) − 𝐸(𝑎′, 𝑏′)| 
 
Where a violation of Bell’s inequalities is |𝑆| > 2.  Such a violation does not occur at all 

angles, and for some angles of polarization S is equivalent for classical and quantum 

theories.  By substituting  𝐸(𝛼, 𝛽) = cos 2(𝛼 − 𝛽) in the CHSH inequality, the following 

equation is created: 

 

𝑆 = |cos 2(𝑎 − 𝑏) − cos 2(𝑎 − 𝑏′)| + |cos 2(𝑎′ − 𝑏) − cos 2(𝑎′ − 𝑏′)| 
 

For a maximum value of S the angles 𝑎 =
−𝜋

4
 , 𝑎′ = 0 , 𝑏 =

−𝜋

8
 , 𝑏′ =

𝜋

8
 produce a value 

of 𝑆𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 2√2, violating the inequality of |𝑆| > 2.   

 Quantum mechanics predicts the correlation function  𝐸(𝛼, 𝛽) = Vcos 2(𝛼 − 𝛽) 

assuming the fringe visibility 𝑉 is equal to 1.  In practice the fringe visibility is less than 

1, so the CHSH inequality becomes 𝑆𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 2√2𝑉, where a value of 𝑉 ≥
1

√2
 violates 



|𝑆| > 2.  We can calculate the fringe visibility through the function of 𝑁𝑀𝑎𝑥  , 𝑁𝑀𝑖𝑛 

counts: 

 

𝑉 =
𝑁𝑀𝑎𝑥−𝑁𝑀𝑖𝑛

𝑁𝑀𝑎𝑥+𝑁𝑀𝑖𝑛
  

𝑁𝑀𝑎𝑥 − 𝑁𝑀𝑖𝑛

𝑁𝑀𝑎𝑥 + 𝑁𝑀𝑖𝑛
≥

1

√2
 

[4]. 

 

Experimental Setup 

 
Figure 6: Schematic of experimental setup. Not shown in figure are filters in front of 

each APD for protection from high intensities. 

 

 

 

 The experimental setup is shown below in figure 6. The laser that used was a 

variable power 405.5 nm diode laser. The beam is directed by mirrors and sent through a 

quartz plate, followed by two type I beta barium borate (BBO) crystals to induce 

spontaneous parametric down conversion, thus creating polarization-entangled photons. 

The entangled photons propagate through two separate polarizers and filters to the 

detectors, while the non-entangled photons move in a straight line to a beam-stop.  

 

  The detectors used were single photon counting avalanche photodiode modules. 

When a photon a hits the detector, a TTL pulse is sent to a computer with a LabView 

program that counts incidences. The program also keeps track of how many photons are 

detected within 26 ns seconds of each other and records these as coincidences. A 

correction for the non-entangled photons that are registered as coincident by the software 

is offered in the next section.  

 



 

 

 

Procedures and Results 

 
 Data was collected through the use of a LabView program that was designed for 

the experiment. For each data point, a number of samples measuring coincidence counts 

between detectors were collected to extract the average and standard deviation of the 

coincidence counts for each orientation of the polarizers.  Specific procedures and results 

are discussed below. 

 

 

 

 

I. Measurement of Cosine Squared Dependence on 

Coincidence Counts  

 In this section we check for cosine squared dependence on the coincidence counts 

to see if violation of the CHSH inequality is possible for the configuration of our setup. 

We do this by fixing the orientation of one polarizer and rotating the other in 10 degree 

increments. At each orientation of the polarizers, we record the average value of singles 

counts for both detectors and the average of coincidence counts.  

 To correct for the finite time resolution for the detectors (26 ns), the accidental 

coincidence counts, defined as  

, 

where NA and NB are the counts registered by detectors A and B, t is the time for each 

sample, and  is the time resolution of the detectors, was subtracted from the average 

coincidence counts to obtain the net coincidence counts.  

 We also calculate the fringe visibility, defined as 

, 

to ensure that we have a fringe visibility greater than 0.71 and that violation of Bell’s 

inequalities is possible. 

 These measurements were carried out twice—once with a quartz plate (previously 

aligned for us) to compensate for the phase difference between the vertically and 

horizontally polarized cones, and once without the use of a quartz plate. The net 

coincidence counts versus polarizer angles are plotted below in figures 7-9, as well as the 

difference in singles counts with the quartz plate in figure 10. 

 

 



Figure 7: Net coincidence counts versus polarizer orientation for fixed polarizer angles 

of A=135 degrees and B=45 degrees with quartz plate in place. The cosine squared 

dependence is prominent with V = 0.93, 0.99 for polarizer angles of A=135 , B=45. The 

curves display the expected phase difference of 90 degrees. Laser power 20 mW, 3 

accumulations of acquisition time 1 sec. Standard deviations not calculated in this 

dataset. 

 
Figure 8: Average net coincidence counts with respect to polarizer B angles for fixed 

polarizer angles of  A=135 and A=45 with no quartz plate in place. The curves show 

cosine squared dependence with V=0.96 +/- 0.121, 0.982 +/- 0.179 for polarizer A angles 

of 135, 45. The expected 90 degree phase difference is present, but the curves are 

differing in magnitude. Laser power 25 mW, 20 accumulations of acquisition time 500 

ms. 
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Figure 9: Average net coincidence counts versus polarizer B angle for fixed angles of A 

= 90 and A = 0 without quartz plate in place. We still see cosine squared dependence 

with V= of 0.92 +/- 0.14, 0.94 +/- 0.177 for polarizer A angles 90, 0. The curves being of 

the same magnitude, but the phase difference is slightly off from 90 degrees. Laser power 

25 mW, 20 accumulations of acquisition time 500 ms.  

 

 
 

Figure 10: Relative singles counts for fixed polarizer angles of A = 135 (red) and B = 45 

(blue). The relative counts are roughly constant for all polarizer angles. Standard 

deviations not calculated for this dataset. 
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 With the quartz plate in place, the cosine squared dependence is prominent, with a 

fringe visibility much greater than the required 0.71 . This suggests that the quartz plate is 

adequately compensating for the phase difference created by the differing optical paths in 

the BBO crystals. In addition to this, the difference in singles counts is fairly constant for 

every polarizer angle (see figure 10), further suggesting the effectiveness of the quartz 

plate.  

 Furthermore, figure 9 shows that without the use of a quartz plate there are a 

greater number of coincidence counts for when polarizer A=135. This suggests that the 

light is not completely unpolarized without the waveplate in place, for the singles counts 

seem to dependent on the polarizer’s orientation.  For unpolarized light, the orientation of 

the polarizers should not affect the singles counts.  

 

 

II. Measurement of Coincidence Counts with Respect to 

Orientation of the Quartz Plate 

 

 The average number of coincidence counts between the detectors was measured 

for different orientations of the quartz plate about its vertical and horizontal axis for 

polarizer angles of: 

 

. 

 

The laser power used for this portion of measurements was 25 mW, and each data point 

was derived from 20 accumulations of 0.5 second acquisitions. 

 For variations of the angle about the vertical axis, a single quartz plate was used 

and measurements were taken ranging from .  For variations about the 

horizontal, the quartz plate was replaced after the first round of measurements (ranging 

from ) with a different plate that allowed for a greater variation in the 

angle ( ). The results are plotted below in fig. 11-13.  

 The goal of this series of measurements was to determine which plate orientation 

gave the most consistent value of coincidence counts among all polarizer angles—this 

ensures that our coincidence counts will not vary between the angle of two parallel 

polarizers thus proving the down-converted light is unpolarized. Comparison of figures 

12 and 13 suggests that for quartz plate 1 the coincidence counts began to drop around 14 

degrees due to its inability to rotate that far—the laser was hitting its side and what was 

observed was a drop of intensity in general, which would also have been observed if we 

had plotted the singles count. 

 



 

Figure 11: Average net coincidence counts with respect to quartz plates orientation about 

its horizontal axis for polarizer angles of (0,0), (45,45), (90,90), and (135,135). Laser 

power of 25 mW, 20 accumulations of 500 ms. 

 

 It can be also seen from figures 11-

13 that there is no point of significant coincidence count overlap among all polarizer 

angles—thus we did not find the orientation of the waveplate that ensured detection of 

complete unpolarized down-converted light. In theory, this would make it difficult to 

violate Bell’s inequalities with this setup. However, the BBO crystals used in this 

experiment were very thin and do not introduce a problematic phase difference for 

violation of the CHSH inequality, as shown in the next section.  

 

 

Figure 12: Average net coincidence counts 

with respect to first quartz plate's orientation 

about its vertical axis for polarizer angles of 

(0,0), (45,45), (90,90) and (135,135). Laser 

power of 25 mW and 20 accumulations of 500 

ms 
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Figure 13: Average net coincidence counts with 

respect to orientation of second quartz plate 

about its vertical axis for polarizer angles of 

(0,0) and (90,90). Laser power of 25 mW and 

20 accumulations of 500 ms. 
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III. Measurements and Calculation for CHSH Inequalities 

 

 Here we calculate the value of S for the example angles presented in the theory 

section that maximize its value. Additionally, since S should be able to be violated under 

any polarization basis, we calculate S for these angles rotated by 45 degrees. For a 

perfectly aligned setup, the experimentally calculated values of S should be very close to 

its theoretical maximum: 

 

. 

  

The measurements of coincidence counts used in the calculations of the correlation 

values for the CHSH Bell inequalities are shown in the tables below for the previously 

presented theoretical maximizing angles for S and for those angles rotated by 45 degrees. 

All measurements performed in this portion of the experiment were in the absence of a 

quartz plate.—our BBO crystals were thin enough to introduce a negligible phase 

difference between HH and VV down-converted light. Following each table are the 

corresponding calculated values of E and S.  

 

 

Table 1.1: Measurements for  
Polarizer A 

(degrees) 

Polarizer B 

(degrees) 

Average 

coincidence Net coincidence 

Std. Dev. Net 

Coincidence 

-45 -22.5 125.267 123.2009281 13.5721 

-45 22.5 30.9333 28.76796622 6.02829 

-45 67.5 11.8333 9.78987244 4.28376 

-45 112.5 96.7 94.38701156 8.01357 

0 -22.5 85.5 83.3234359 8.68113 

0 22.5 70.6333 68.74671263 7.84102 

0 67.5 4.56667 2.602116497 1.88795 

0 112.5 23.0333 20.8567735 4.35877 

45 -22.5 6.76667 4.777697503 2.84888 

45 22.5 46.6 44.93874202 5.59926 

45 67.5 53.3667 51.76001509 6.62015 

45 112.5 14.4 12.53656865 3.79292 

90 -22.5 41.6333 39.5246074 7.38817 

90 22.5 5.46667 3.687602085 3.22419 

90 67.5 50.6333 48.95437952 7.49015 

90 112.5 87.8667 85.91399015 9.54746 

 

 

 

The calculations of the correlation values for these measurements yield: 

 

, 

, 

, 

. 



 

 

The value of S corresponding to these correlation values is: 

. 

Thus we have violated the CHSH form of Bell’s inequalities within a substantial number 

of standard deviations: 

. 

 

Table 1.2: Measurements for   
Polarizer A 

(degrees) 

Polarizer B 

(degrees) 

Average 

Coincidences Net coincidences 

Std. Dev. Net 

Coincidences 

0 22.5 70.6667 68.76340388 9.4735 

0 67.5 10.6333 8.794493666 2.69717 

0 112.5 23.1333 21.05760385 4.96702 

0 157.5 88.2 85.90752186 9.3823 

45 22.5 44.6 42.91960568 7.54572 

45 67.5 53 51.40387882 6.77215 

45 112.5 14.8 12.98111764 4.14729 

45 157.5 6.86667 4.93510011 2.45979 

90 22.5 5.83333 4.090488401 2.43655 

90 67.5 51.9667 50.25908786 6.63576 

90 112.5 87.9 85.96427057 10.9618 

90 157.5 44.8667 42.76292203 6.95172 

135 22.5 29.9333 27.95624473 5.88354 

135 67.5 10.5 8.626903712 2.4879 

135 112.5 90.2 88.05015272 10.2264 

135 157.5 118.8 116.4543124 11.409 

 

The calculations of the correlation values for these measurements yield: 

 

, 

, 

, 

. 

 

The value of S corresponding to these correlation values is: 

. 

Thus we have again violated the CHSH form of Bell’s inequalities within a substantial 

number of standard deviations:  

 

. 

 

 In addition to these angles, we took measurements at arbitrary polarizer angles 

that were not chosen to maximize S. In doing this, we demonstrate the importance of 



picking the right angles to violate Bell’s inequalities. These angles and their associated 

measurements are shown in the table below, followed by calculations of E and S. 

 

Table 2: Measurements for  
Polarizer A 

(degrees) 

Polarizer B 

(degrees) 

Average 

coincidence Net coincidence 

Std. Dev. Net 

Coincidence 

-40 0 85.7 83.57321 8.36722 

-40 20 40.9667 39.08222148 6.84046 

-40 40 10.1667 8.291602041 3.20649 

-40 60 3.16667 1.327562138 1.80198 

10 -30 58.9 56.75704785 7.48493 

10 -10 74.4 72.40864693 7.24259 

10 10 79 77.16142313 8.17059 

10 30 65.7 63.96327578 8.30932 

60 60 56.2333 54.74168182 7.66399 

60 100 46.5 44.85734682 7.68676 

60 130 20.1 18.26581682 3.42758 

60 160 3.1 1.230855839 2.13913 

110 -100 65.5 63.58189153 7.17635 

110 50 12.2667 10.62336949 2.94704 

110 100 89.1333 87.29635465 7.70013 

110 150 93.1333 91.01332787 8.88134 

 

The calculations of the correlation values for these measurements yield: 

 

, 

, 

, 

. 

 

The value of S corresponding to these correlation values is: 

. 

Thus we have not violated S for arbitrary choices of polarizer angle.  

 

 

 

Conclusions 

 
 Polarization entangled photons were created through spontaneous parametric 

down-conversion in type I BBO crystals. This was shown through calculation of the 

CHSH Bell inequality, which postulates that S≤2, and verifying that it was violated. It 

was seen that this classical inequality was indeed violated, with S values reaching values 

of 2.632±0.124 and 2.545±0.120 for careful choice of polarizer orientations. It was also 

demonstrated that this inequality will not be violated for improper choice of polarizer 

angles. 



 It is also noted that the alignment of the setup may not have been perfect due to 

the absence of the quartz plate during measurements the correlation functions. However, 

it is clear that our setup was aligned sufficiently, for we observed violations of the 

inequality.  

 Furthermore, violation of the CHSH Bell’s inequalities proves that local hidden 

variables do not describe the phenomenon of entanglement—there truly are non-local 

effects present in nature. 
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